SAF MEETING
September 12, 2005

(Comments organized by topic)

Present:
Tripod (M)
Nan (N)
Dani (D)
Lise (L)
Nate (NA)

First general meeting:
Next week, September 19th
Nan will send out a message on the listserv
Mike will make posters
Nate will get projector from Rene
Dani will bring a laptop

Schedule for meeting:
Nan will introduce officers and ice cream
Lise and Mike will give a Presentation about SAF
Nate will give a quick rundown of upcoming meetings/events
Dani will wrap it up

Schedule of upcoming Meetings:
9/19 - First meeting
9/26 - Meeting for people going to SAF convention (October 19-23) and for people interested in hearing about convention this year or attending next year
10/3 - Memorial grove meeting for all members
10/10 – Memorial grove follow-up (after work on 10/8)
  and meeting to set apple picking trip
10/17 – No meeting (convention week)
10/24 – Meeting for all members. Sign up for activities. Report on SAF Convention.

Other Issues:
M: Potential field trip to his cousin’s forestry/logging operation
All: SCA representative is a good idea, but not the first week
N: October 8th is the first-year student trip to Heiburg, including tree planting.
  We need helpers on the 8th.
L: SAF could provide schedule/course help to first year students
D: Reading club idea. SAF could provide an opportunity for interested students to read and discuss an article each week, kind of like a student run seminar.
M: Guest speakers/faculty could also be involved occasionally.
M: Should we sponsor a TG?